Construction Photos
October 14–October 27, 2018

EB I-94 East of US-127 Grading Slope South of Temp Widening
EB I-94 West of Grand River Site Work Overview

[Image of construction site]

EB I-94 West of Grand River Site Work Overview

[Image of construction site]
EB I-94 East of Grand River Installing Sheeting for Cofferdam

EB I-94 West of RR Installing Sheeting for Cofferdam
EB I-94 West of RR Installing Sheeting for Cofferdam
EB I-94 West of Grand River Mixing Grout for Micro Pile

EB I-94 West of Grand River Micro Pile
EB I-94 Between Grand River and RR Micro Pile

EB I-94 Between Grand River and RR Micro Pile
EB I-94 East of RR Site Work Overview

EB I-94 West of RR Piling Installed for Bridge Pier
EB I-94 West of RR Piling Installed for Bridge Pier

EB I-94 East of Grand River Reinforcing Steel
EB I-94 West of RR Reinforcing Steel for Pier Footing

EB I-94 East of RR Excavating to Jack and Bore Sewer